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07-Jul

Calling all future cyber security experts! 👨💻 👩💻

@NCA_UK have partnered with @immersivelabsuk to 
bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of 96 gaming labs 
covering cyber skills including encoding, encryption and 
the ins-and-outs of attack and defence.

Give them a go:

Calling all future cyber security experts! 👨💻 👩💻

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of 96 
gaming labs covering cyber skills including encoding, 
encryption and the ins-and-outs of attack and defence.

Give them a go today:

Calling all future cyber security experts! 👨💻 👩💻

@national_crime_agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of 96 
gaming labs covering cyber skills including encoding, 
encryption and the ins-and-outs of attack and defence.

Give them a go today - link in bio.

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin

07-Jul

Coding, programming and computing are all fantastic 
skills to learn, but only if used legally. 

Young people can drift into cyber crime without realising 
the seriousness of their actions. Help your child make 
the right #cyberchoices and put skills to good use, with 
advice from @NCA_UK:

Coding, programming and computing are all fantastic 
skills to learn, but only if used legally. 

Young people can drift into cyber crime without realising 
the seriousness of their actions. Help your child make 
the right #cyberchoices and put skills to good use, with 
advice from the National Crime Agency:

Cyber choices video https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/cyber-crime/cyberchoices

09-Jul

Looking for ways to develop your teenager’s interest in 
coding? 🖥

@NCA_UK have partnered with @immersivelabsuk to 
bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of gaming labs to 
teach them a broad range of positive cyber security skills, 
including encoding and encryption.

Try the games:

Looking for ways to develop your teenager’s interest in 
coding? 🖥

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of gaming 
labs which will help teach them a broad range of 
positive cyber security skills, including encoding and 
encryption.

Try the games:

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin

11-Jul

Young people can drift into cyber crime without realising 
the seriousness of their actions. 

@NCA_UK have partnered with @immersivelabsuk to 
give teens access to a series of 96 gaming labs, to help 
them develop positive cyber skills and make the right 
#CyberChoices.

Get started:

Young people can drift into cyber crime without realising 
the seriousness of their actions. 

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to give teens access to a series of 96 gaming labs, 
to help them develop positive cyber skills and make the 
right cyber choices.

Get started:

Young people can drift into cyber crime without realising 
the seriousness of their actions. 

@national_crime_agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to give teens access to a series of 96 gaming labs, 
to help them develop positive cyber skills and make the 
right #CyberChoices.

Get started - link in bio.

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin

13-Jul

Coding, programming and computing are fantastic skills 
to learn, but only if used legally.

It's important to be familiar with the Computer Misuse 
Act 1990 to help the next generation of cyber experts 
stay on the right side of the law. Help your child make 
the right #cyberchoices: [link]

@NCA_UK

Coding, programming and computing are fantastic skills 
to learn, but only if used legally.

It's important to be familiar with the Computer Misuse 
Act 1990 to help the next generation of cyber experts 
stay on the right side of the law. Help your child make 
the right cyber choices:

Computer Misuse Act graphic https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/cyber-crime/cyberchoices

15-Jul

Calling all aspiring cyber security experts! 👨💻 👩💻

@NCA_UK have partnered with @immersivelabsuk to 
bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of 96 gaming labs 
covering cyber skills including encoding, encryption and 
the ins-and-outs of attack and defence.

Try them out:

Calling all aspiring cyber security experts! 👨💻 👩💻

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of 96 
gaming labs covering cyber skills including encoding, 
encryption and the ins-and-outs of attack and defence.

Try them out:

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin

17-Jul

Looking for ways to develop your teenager’s interest in 
coding? 🖥

@NCA_UK have partnered with @immersivelabsuk to 
bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of gaming labs to 
teach them a broad range of positive cyber security skills, 
including encoding and encryption.

Try the games:

Looking for ways to develop your teenager’s interest in 
coding? 🖥

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of gaming 
labs which will help teach them a broad range of 
positive cyber security skills, including encoding and 
encryption.

Try the games:

Looking for ways to develop your teenager’s interest in 
coding? 🖥

National Crime Agency have partnered with Immersive 
Labs to bring you Cyber4Summer – a series of gaming 
labs which will help teach them a broad range of positive 
cyber security skills, including encoding and encryption.

Try the games - link in bio.

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin

19-Jul

Help guide your teenager towards developing cyber skills 
responsibly with Cyber4Summer - a series of cyber 
games brought to you by @NCA_UK and 
@immersivelabsuk.

The 96 gaming labs cover key cyber skills including 
encoding and encryption.

Get started:

Help guide your teenager towards developing cyber 
skills responsibly with Cyber4Summer - a series of cyber 
games brought to you by NCA and Immersive Labs.

The 96 gaming labs cover key cyber skills including 
encoding, encryption and the ins-and-outs of attack and 
defence.

Get started:

https://cyber4summer.immersivelabs.online/signin


